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KANSAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT

Brown State Fishing Lake on watch advisory

SUBMITTED 

The Kansas Department 
of Health and Environment 
(KDHE), in conjunction with the 
Kansas Department of Wildlife, 
Parks and Tourism (KDWPT), 
has revised its list of public health 
advisories for Kansas lakes due to 
blue-green algae and the Brown 
State Fishing Lake in Brown 
County is on the watch list, while 
Mission Lake in Brown County 
has had its advisory lifted.

Other lakes on the watch list are 
Ford State Fishing Lake in Ford 
County, Camp Hawk Lake in Har-

vey County, Horsethief Reservoir 
in Hodgeman County, Lovewell 
Reservoir in Jewell County, Unit G 
Marais des Cygnes Wildlife Area 
in Linn County, Agra Lake in 
Phillips County, and Yates Center 
Kids’ Fishing Pond in Woodson 
County.

Other advisories that have been 
lifted as of Friday, Sept. 11, are 
Gathering Pond in Geary County, 
Milford Lake Zones B and C in 
Geary County, Delaware River 
(between Valley Falls and Perry 
Lake) in Jefferson County, Perry 
Lake Zone D in Jefferson County, 
South Lake in Johnson County, 

and Webster Reservoir in Rooks 
County.

WATCH PROTOCOLS
A watch means that blue-green 

algae have been detected and a 
harmful algal bloom is present 
or likely to develop. People are 
encouraged to avoid areas of al-
gae accumulation and keep pets 
and livestock away from the water. 
During the watch status, KDHE 
recommends the following pre-
cautions be taken:

• Water may be unsafe for hu-
mans/animals.

• Avoid areas of algae accumu-

lation and do not let people/pets 
eat dried algae or drink contami-
nated water.

• Swimming, wading, skiing 
and jet skiing are discouraged 
near visible blooms.

• Boating and fishing are safe. 
However, inhalation of the spray 
may affect some individuals. 
Avoid direct contact with water, 
and wash with clean water after 
any contact.

• Clean fish well with potable 
water and eat fillet portion only.

KDHE investigates publicly-
accessible bodies of water for 
blue-green algae when the agency 

receives reports of potential al-
gae blooms in Kansas lakes. Based 
on credible field observation and 
sampling results, KDHE reports 
on potentially harmful condi-
tions.

Kansans should be aware that 
blooms are unpredictable. They 
can develop rapidly and may float 
around the lake, requiring visitors 
to exercise their best judgment. If 
there is scum, a paint-like surface 
or the water is bright green, avoid 
contact and keep pets away. These 
are indications that a harmful 
bloom may be present. Pet owners 
should be aware that animals that 

swim in or drink water affected by 
a harmful algal bloom or eat dried 
algae along the shore may become 
seriously ill or die.

For information on blue-green 
algae and reporting potential 
harmful algal blooms, please visit 
www.kdheks.gov/algae-illness/in-
dex.htm. KDHE updates the list-
ings of advisories every Thursday 
but may update more frequently 
if needed. Note: Due to the Labor 
Day holiday next week, this week’s 
listing is published Wednesday.
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DISCLAIMER
The opinions expressed in editorials, columns, letters to the editor 
or editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect those of The Sabetha 
Herald or its staff.

LETTERS POLICY
WRITE: Letters to the Editor, The Sabetha Herald, 
P.O. Box 208, Sabetha, KS  66534
EMAIL: news@sabethaherald.com
We welcome letters of general interest to the community and reserve 
the right to edit for clarification or length. Letters should be fewer 
than 400 words, and writers are limited to one letter every other 
week. Letters are due by 10 a.m. on Monday before publication and 
must be signed with the writer’s name, address and phone number 
for verification purposes. Only the name and hometown will be 
included in the printed letter. We do not publish anonymous letters 
or letters printed elsewhere.
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Rice and its many varieties

What do Toyota and 
Honda have in com-
mon with rice? They 

are named after the grain. Toy-
ota’s name can be broken down 
to “toyo,” meaning “abundant,” 
and “da,” meaning “rice field.” 
“Honda,” translates to the phrase 
“original rice paddy.” Who knew?

Rice is the main staple in more 
than 100 countries worldwide, 
according to the Journal of the 
Science of Food and Agriculture. 
This is because it is a low-cost 
high-calorie grain. It is accessible 
to almost all people and thus a vi-
tal base of many diets.

In each region of the world, rice 
reflects the local taste preferences 
and cooking styles; risotto in Italy, 
paella in Spain, jambalaya in the 
southern U.S., coconut rice in 
Colombia, steamed rice in Chi-
na, rice and beans in Mexico and 

sweet rice in Portugal, to name 
a few.

Along with being low cost and 
high in calories, 
whole grain rice 
is high in fiber, 
m a g ne s iu m , 
selenium, man-
ganese and vi-
tamins B1 and 
B6. There are 
thousands of 
types of Oryza 
sativa, the most 
common species of rice. The two 
main ways rice is categorized is 
based on size and color.

The length and width of the 
rice grain determines if the rice 
is long, short or medium grain. To 
tell rice by color, you have to see 
if the rice is whole, like “brown” 
rice, or refined, like “white” rice. 
Rice also can be black, shades of 

red and even purple.
Here are a few interesting va-

rieties you might not be familiar 
with:

• Basmati — 
a long, aromatic 
rice grown in 
the foot hills of 
the Himalayas 
in India and 
Pakistan. It is 
f luf f y when 
cooked.

• Sant’Andrea 
— a long/medium variety of risot-
to rice and are quite small grains. 
It is a great variety for beginners 
as it is hard to overcook! It is used 
in puddings.

• Carolino — a short-grain 
grown in Portugal and remains 
firm and tender when cooked. It is 
used for stews and seafood dishes.

• Japonica — a short-grain rice 

grown in California, as this color-
ful variety is used in Japanese and 
Caribbean cuisines due to its firm 
nature and stickiness.

• Ribe — a short, versatile va-
riety used for boiling, steaming 
or pilaf in a range of dishes using 
liquids.

• Arborio — a medium-grain 
rice that is wider in size and has 
a high starch content. It is slightly 
chewy and sticky.

Of the over 40,000 varieties of 
rice worldwide, wild rice are not 
in the same family as Oryza sativa. 
Wild rice is actually a species of 
grass and has 30 percent fewer 
calories, 40 percent more protein 
than white rice and is predomi-
nantly grown in North America 
and China.

Calculated risks

These days, we are in a 
quandary – do you hold 
a public meeting or not? 

When we are trying to distribute 
some educational information 
that might help people with their 
farms, families or landscapes, we 
don’t want to send them home 
with exposure to COVID-19.

I came across a handy website 
that estimates the risk of going 
to a public event. Developed by 
Georgia Tech, this event risk as-
sessment planning tool can help 
you decide whether or not to at-
tend. You can enter the number 
of participants from 10 to 10,000. 
This tool uses the number of cas-
es reported in the last 14 days in 
each of the counties. Two students 
made technical development, 
Aroon Chande, a doctoral candi-
date in Bioinformatics at Georgia 
Tech, and Seolha Lee, a master’s 
student from Georgia Tech and 
the School of City and Regional 
Planning. This is just a handy tool 
to figure out if it’s worth the risk 
to attend something in person. 
You can find the map here: https://
covid19risk.biosci.gatech.edu/.

Nutrition is a key element in 

the weight gain and immune re-
sponse of weaned calves. Milk is 
rich in energy, protein, vitamins 
a nd miner-
als, and needs 
to be replaced 
w it h  h ig h-
quality forage 
and possibly 
supplement to 
maintain pre-
weaning nu-
trient intake. 
Fortifying the 
pre- and post-weaning diet with 
vitamins and minerals can con-
tribute to improved immune func-
tion and reduced post-weaning 
sickness. Unlimited access to 
fresh, clean water is essential for 
weaned calves. If the post-weaning 
water source is unfamiliar, make 
accommodations to familiarize 
the calves. Allowing the water 
source to overflow for a brief time 
may help calves find the water.

If calves are allowed to continue 
grazing after weaning, consider 
the nutrient content of the forage. 
Nutrient content declines in the 
native range in the fall. Weaned 
calves grazing native range in the 

fall may require supplemental feed 
depending on the targeted weight 
gain. The appropriate weight gain 

post-weaning 
depends on 
management 
objectives for 
t he  c a lve s . 
I nt ro duc i ng 
calves to the 
s u p p l e m e n t 
before weaning 
allows them to 
become fa-

miliar with the supplement and 
decreases the time required to 
achieve the desired intake of the 
supplement post-weaning.

Calves moving from grazing to 
a dry lot for weaning must learn to 
eat from a bunk. Bunk space needs 
to be adequate — 1.5 - 2 ft/head 
— for the number of calves being 
weaned. Adding fill dirt around 
bunks and water may be necessary 
to ensure small calves can reach 
water and feed. Reduced intake 
typically results in poor weight 
gain and depressed immune func-
tion. Therefore, maintaining feed 
intake is crucial. Feeding long 
stem, high-quality grass hay the 

first two or three days post-wean-
ing works well to start calves on 
feed. It is familiar to them, and the 
large particle size helps maintain 
rumen function.

After two or three days, begin 
adding some energy feeds to the 
diet. The diet can be delivered as 
a total mixed ration, or the en-
ergy feed can be top-dressed on 
the hay. Fermented feeds, such 
as silage, should be avoided until 
calves are eating well, because it 
is not highly palatable to them. 
Additionally, energy is important, 
but energy sources high in starch, 
such as corn, should be limited to 
50 percent or less of the dietary 
dry matter.

Traditionally, calves are weaned 
between 180-240 days of age. 
However, early weaning — 100-
150 days — may be considered to 
improve cow body condition or 
improve pasture conditions dur-
ing the forage shortage. Providing 
palatable, familiar, nutrient-dense 
feed and a familiar, accessible wa-
ter source, as well as employing 
a solid health management pro-
gram, is critically important.

Be careful during harvest time

I would like to remind every-
one that harvest time is here 
and we need to make sure 

to drive accordingly. A lot of the 
farm machinery takes up much of 
the roadway, especially on rural 
country roads. Use extra caution 
when driving and allow plenty 
of space between you and farm 
equipment at all times.  

Drivers are urged to drive with 
that in mind, and to make sure 
you are aware of your surround-
ings especially when cresting hills, 
not knowing what is on the other 
side. Many accidents happen in 
the early morning or later after-
noon hours when the sun is just 
rising or setting, causing blind 
spots. 

Also accidents occur when driv-
ers are trying to pass machinery 
as view of the farmer can become 
obstructed due to the equipment.

Some times motorists feel they 
are behind schedule and try to 
make up time on the road and 
try to pass in unsafe locations-

-remember, safety first, accidents 
can be avoided and we are asking 
your cooperation in making this 
harvest a safe one. Also, please 
buckle up and arrive safely at your 
intended location.

After speaking with area farm-
ers, it appears that the harvest will 

be very good this year, so there 
will be a lot more grain trucked 
out of the field so the roadways 
will be very busy. Again, please 
remember to drive defensively and 
be alert.

Remember with school in ses-
sion, school buses are also on the 

road and need to be given a safe 
distance. Be prepared for them 
to pick up students and make 
frequent stops. Always come to a 
complete stop when the stop arm 
is activated on the school bus.

This piece of farm equipment works through harvest.         Submitted

Fenceline
BY: JODY 
HOLTHAUS
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Be Aware
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COUNTY SHERIFF 
JOHN MERCHANT

Nutrition  
& Finance
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WILLIAMS
MEADOWLARK 
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Harvest safety

Harvest has begun and 
will soon be in full 
swing. It’s an awesome 

time of year, 
and potentially 
dangerous time 
as well. Fortu-
nately, a few 
preventat ive 
steps might 
help.

I read an arti-
cle last fall from 
an Extension 
Educator in Nebraska with expe-
rience as a firefighter and EMT. 
One of the discussions by his 
department during harvest was 
the increase in fire calls result-
ing from residue buildup around 
engine/exhaust systems and con-
cealed drive belts/pulleys. It’s a 
good reminder to make sure dust/
debris is regularly removed from 
machines and to check electrical 
systems to reduce sparks that can 
ignite debris, fuel, etc.

When harvesting, start on the 
downwind side of the field. In case 
of fire, flames will be pushed to-
wards the harvested portion of the 
field, reducing potential damage. 
Carry a cell phone and know your 
service levels so emergency con-
tacts can be made. Knowing field 
location is extremely important 
for the entirety of the harvest 
crew. Field locations should be 
able to be relayed to emergency 
personnel using local road num-
bers and letters.

Have fire extinguishers in the 
combine cab, one accessible from 
the ground and another in equip-
ment or a service truck nearby. In 
case of fire, don’t hesitate to use it 
after calling 911.

Road safety is important, as 
well. Think about how many 
vehicles you encounter moving 
from field to field. Do you have 
working flashers, lights and ad-
equate slow-moving vehicle signs? 
It may seem logical for those of 
us in an agricultural community 
to slow down when we see farm 
equipment. Still, that slow-moving 
vehicle may only be another ob-
stacle to pass on the highway for 
someone who doesn’t understand.

Having a plan cannot be 

stressed enough. Lots of moving 
parts make up a harvest opera-
tion. Combine. Tractor and grain 

cart. Semi. Au-
ger. Grain bin 
or elevator. All 
have their own 
moving parts 
and hazards. 
Have a plan to 
make sure all 
are operated 
safely, and that 
plans are in 

place should an accident occur. 
We don’t like to think about it, 
but we need to.

Take care of yourself. Avoid re-
placing sleep with an energy drink 
or a meal with a candy bar. Take 
regular breaks to stop, stretch 
and move around. Taking care of 
yourself physically can also help 
you stay more alert and prevent 
you from making unsafe or time-
wasting mistakes.

Harvest should be an enjoyable 
time of the year. Take measures 
now to make sure it is.
Overseeding Cool-Season 

Grass Lawns
If your tall fescue lawn ended 

the season thinner than desired, 
consider a September overseeding 
using this “simple” recipe.

Start by mowing to a one-and-
a-half-inch height – removing 
clippings. Check the thatch layer 
to make sure it is less than three-
quarters of an inch

In small areas, use a rake to 
roughen soil before seeding. In 
larger areas, use a verticut ma-
chine run in both directions to 
cut furrows in the soil. A core 
aerator — three to four passes 
for adequate holes — can be used 
instead, with each core provid-
ing an excellent environment for 
seed germination/growth while 
increasing water infiltration and 
decreasing compaction.

If the area is large, use six to 
eight pounds of seed per thousand 
square feet. For thickening, use a 
half rate. While you’re seeding, 
apply fertilizer according to soil 
test or use a starter fertilizer at 
a rate as suggested on the bag. 
Water and maintain moisture 
through fall.

For best results, seed lawn in September

Ward Upham knows 
the key to a success-
ful lawn in June-July-

August often lies in what happens 
in September.

“Tall fescue lawns that have be-
come thin over the summer can 
be thickened up by overseeding in 
September,” said Upham, a hor-
ticulture expert at Kansas State 
University.

Boosting the lawn, however, is 
a bit more involved than simply 
spreading lawn seed across the 
yard. Upham said the keys to suc-
cessful lawn seeding are using the 
proper rates, even dispersal, good 
seed-to-soil contact and proper 
watering.

Use the proper rate
For tall fescue lawns, Upham 

suggests using six to eight pounds 
of seed per 1,000 square feet for 
newly-planted areas, and about 
half that amount for overseeding 
areas in the shade.

For the other common Kansas 
variety — Kentucky bluegrass, a 
smaller seed — use two to three 
pounds of seed per 1,000 square 
feet, and again, use half the 
amount in shady areas.

Using too much seed, he added, 
makes the lawn more prone to 
disease and damage from stress. 
Using too little seed may result in 
clumpy turf that is not as visually 
pleasing.

Spread seed evenly
Upham said spreading the seed 

evenly is best achieved by care-
fully calibrating the seeder, or by 
adjusting the seeder to a low set-
ting and making several passes to 
ensure even distribution.

“Seeding a little on the heavy 
side with close overlapping is bet-
ter than missing areas altogether, 
especially for the bunch-type tall 
fescue, which does not spread,” 
he said. “Multiple passes with 

the seeder in opposite directions 
should help to avoid this prob-
lem.”

Seed-to soil-
contact

Good seed-
to-soil contact 
is essential for 
good germina-
tion rates. Be-
fore seeding, 
mow the grass 
short — 1 to 
1-1/2 inches 
— and remove the clippings to 
increase the amount of light that 
will reach the young seedlings.

“Normally we want 1/4 inch of 
thatch or less when overseeding,” 
Upham said. “If the thatch layer is 
3/4 inch or more, it is usually easi-
est to use a sod cutter to remove 
it and start over with a new lawn. 
You can use a power rake to re-
duce a thatch layer that is less than 
3/4 inch but more than 1/4 inch.”

Upham suggests using a slit 
seeder, which drops seed directly 
behind the blade that slices a fur-
row into the soil. 

“The same result can be 
achieved by using a verticut be-
fore broadcasting the seed, and 
then verticutting in a different 
direction a second time,” he said.

Core aerators also can be used 
to seed grass. Go over an area at 
least three times in different di-
rections before broadcasting the 
seed. The aerator punches holes 
in the soil and deposits the cores 
on the surface of the ground. Ger-
mination occurs in the aeration 
holes.

Proper watering
Water newly-planted areas 

lightly, but often, keeping soil 
moist but not waterlogged.

“During hot days, a new lawn 
may need to be watered three 
times a day,” Upham said. “If it 

is watered less, germination will 
be slowed.”

If days are cool and winds are 
low, the lawn 
may only need 
water every two 
days.

As the grass 
plants come 
up, Upham sug-
gests gradually 
backing off wa-
tering, eventu-
ally to just once 

a week if there is no rain. 
“Let the plants tell you when to 

water,” he said. “If you can push 
the blades down and they don’t 
spring back up quickly, the lawn 
needs water.”

Once the seeds sprout, mini-
mize foot traffic until the seed-
lings are more robust and ready 
to be mowed – about 3 to 4 inches 
tall.

When should I fertilize my 
lawn?

The two most popular grasses 
grown in Kansas — tall fescue and 
Kentucky bluegrass — enter their 
fall growth cycle as days shorten 
and temperatures cool at night.

“Cool-season grasses naturally 
thicken in the fall by tillering — 
forming new shoots at the base of 
existing plants — and, for blue-
grass, by spreading rhizomes un-
derground,” Upham said.

For those reasons, September 
is the most important time to fer-
tilize these grasses. Upham sug-
gests applying 1 to 1-1/2 pounds of 
actual nitrogen per 1,000 square 
feet.

“We recommend a quick-release 
source of nitrogen,” he said. “Most 
fertilizers sold in garden centers 
and department stores contain 
either quick-release nitrogen or 
a mixture of quick- and slow-
release.”

The second most important 
time to fertilize cool-season 
grasses is November, according to 
Upham. Doing so will help grass 
green up earlier next spring and 
provide nutrients needed until 
summer. In November, apply 
a quick-release fertilizer at one 
pound per 1,000 square feet.

Planting trees in the fall
The fall season can be an excel-

lent time to plant trees. During 
the spring, soils are cold and may 
be so wet that low oxygen levels 
inhibit root growth. The warm 
and moist soils associated with fall 
encourage root growth. Fall root 
growth means the tree becomes 
established well before a spring-
planted tree and is better able to 
withstand summer stresses.

However, certain trees do not 
produce significant root growth 
during the fall and are better 
planted in the spring. These in-
clude beech, birch, redbud, mag-
nolia, tulip poplar, willow oak, 
scarlet oak, black oak, willows 
and dogwood.

Fall-planted trees require some 
special care. Remember that roots 
are actively growing even though 
the top is dormant. Make sure the 
soil stays moist but not soggy. This 
may require watering not only in 
the fall, but also during the win-
ter months if we experience warm 
spells that dry the soil.

Mulch also is helpful because 
it minimizes moisture loss and 
slows the cooling of the soil, so 
root growth continues as long 
as possible. Evergreens should 
be moved earlier in the fall than 
deciduous plants. They need at 
least six weeks before the ground 
freezes for the roots to become 
established.

Maintain routine for children, summer cleaning

Whether your children 
are heading into the 
new school year com-

pletely online, are in-person or a 
hybrid of the two, there’s likely 
plenty of stress going around. A 
K-State Research and Extension 
child development specialist, 
Bradford Wiles, encourages par-
ents to maintain routines and to 
cut themselves a little slack during 
this incredibly challenging pan-
demic situation.

Wiles said it’s particularly im-
portant that school-age children 
spend time interacting with their 
peers.

“That is a huge element of what 
you’re learning in those early 
years,” he said. “We think about 
what we learn early on, and so of-
ten it is said that play is the work 
of early childhood. That’s exactly 
what children need: they need to 
be able to play and interact. It 
makes a huge difference in their 
development.”

The ongoing health threat of 
the COVID-19 pandemic may not 
make it possible for youth to be 
back to school full time, but every 
little bit helps, according to Wiles.

“Routines are critical for ev-
erything that we do,” Wiles said. 
“Routines are critical for young 
children because it’s how they 
reduce anxiety, knowing what to 
expect. That is gigantic in a young 
child’s mind.”

Wiles said parents also are their 
child’s best teacher for some im-
portant life lessons.

“ N o b o d y 
who is living 
through this 
pandemic will 
ever forget this 
period of time,” 
he said. “The 
thing that I 
want parents 
to understand 
is that they are 
also modeling how to handle ad-
versity at this time, and they are 
modeling what good relationships 
look like.”

When things get tense, and 
things are hard, how do you 
handle that? How do you work 
through that? How do you talk 
to your children, spouse or other 
people in the household? Those 
are important elements.

Wiles noted that parents should 
not beat themselves up when 
things don’t go as hoped.

“We are going to make mis-
takes; everyone does,” he said. 
“But we should remind ourselves 
that this is a very difficult time 
for all of us, and our children are 
looking up to us. Whether you 
think they are paying attention 
to you or not, I promise you they 
are paying attention.”

“You, as a parent, are their mod-
el for how things go,” Wiles said. 

“Recognizing that and doing your 
very best to model how to handle 
adversity is the best advice I can 

give any par-
ent.”

End of 
summer 
cleaning
Want a great 

start to next 
summer? Spend 
time now re-
turning warm 
weather gear to 

its best possible state before you 
store it. Here are recommenda-
tions from the American Cleaning 
Institute®.

Musty beach towels: Launder, 
using the hottest water safe for 
the fabric. Add a small amount 
of fabric softener to the final rinse. 
Machine-dry thoroughly.

Sandy sleeping bag: Turn the 
bag inside out. If the sand is damp, 
let the bag air out until the sand is 
dry. Shake the bag to remove loose 
sand; then brush or vacuum away 
the remaining residue. If the bag 
is soiled, follow the sleeping bag’s 
care label instructions.

Muddy tennis shoes: Let the 
mud dry completely. Take shoes 
outside and bang the soles to-
gether to remove as much of the 
dried mud as possible. Using 
a solution of warm water and 
hand dishwashing liquid and an 

old toothbrush, scrub gently to 
remove the remaining dirt. For 
stubborn dirt marks, scrub with 
a nylon pad. Wipe with a damp 
sponge or damp paper towels. 
Stuff the tennis shoes with clean 
paper towels and let them air-dry.

Grungy plastic tablecloths: A 
wipe-down with a soapy sponge 
may clean the top of the tablecloth, 
but not the flannel backing. To 
clean the whole thing, machine-
wash, using gentle cycle. Machine-
dry on the delicate cycle for about 
15 minutes. This is just enough 
time to remove the creases caused 
by machine washing, but not long 
enough to harm the vinyl. If the 
cloth is still damp, line-dry.

Grubby molded-resin outdoor 
furniture: Clean with a mild de-
tergent and water. Avoid abrasive 
powders, chlorine bleaches and 
silicone cleaners.

Soiled outdoor cushions: Acryl-
ic, polyester and cotton fabrics 
should be spot-cleaned by spong-
ing with a solution of liquid dish-
washing detergent and lukewarm 
water. Rinse and air-dry.

Dirty plastic pool toys: Mix 
3/4 cup of chlorine bleach per 
gallon of warm water. Soak the 
pre-washed toys for five minutes. 
Rinse and then air-dry. If the toys 
aren’t used during the winter, 
store them in a closed container 
so they’ll stay clean and dust-free.
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Lindsay & Kevin, 4-H Sewing Project

In 4-H, kids roll up their sleeves and do with 
their hands. Their experiences grow the 
teamwork they need for life and career.

Inspire Kids to Do

Join 4-H and explore exciting ways to grow, together.
Visit Kansas4-H.org to learn more.
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Subscription Options:
Print (yearly)

Digital (daily, monthly or yearly)
Print + Digital (yearly)

Call 785-284-3300        
for more information.


